
Note from our Chairman 

Our Trust is in the process of preserving another of Somerset County’s historic structures! We recently acquired the 

Glebe House (also known to many as the Chase House), south of Princess Anne, a building which for many years was 
on Olde Princess Anne Days tours, but which since has seen the ravages of time.  

As one of our county’s historical treasures, its architecture signifi-
cantly reflects late 18th century vernacular building traditions. It 
also figures importantly in the development of the Episcopal 
Church, as the only surviving official glebe structure on the East-
ern Shore. Glebe lands provided income for a rector and his fami-
ly, and the house and outbuildings became their home.  

Initially, we considered moving the dwelling into Princess Anne, 
but were dissuaded by Jerry Matijiko, of Expert House Movers, 
who examined the route and found it unfeasible. Fortunately, a 
couple with extensive restoration and preservation experience 
has agreed to buy the house, and with some of our guidance, to 
return it to its original condition. When you see the work that they 
do, you will be as excited as we are.  

Teackle Letter Project 
For many months, Dr. Ray Thompson of Salisbury, Dreanna Belden of the University of North Texas and I have been 
delving deeply into another of our long-standing projects. Dreanna is a fifth-great-granddaughter of Littleton and Eliz-
abeth Teackle, is a librarian, and is throwing the full weight of her experience to preserving the correspondence of the 
Teackles and their extended family. Over 1200 letters have been located and are being transcribed with extensive foot-
notes. To this will be added the voluminous business letters of Littleton Dennis Teackle, his father John, and relatives. 

The Teackle’s writings are opening a view into the interconnected associations of prominent families of the Eastern 
Shores of Maryland and Virginia. The social, political, economic and cultural lives of the Eyre, Upshur, Teackle, Dennis 
and Quinby families are emerging and clearly show the importance of these families in the daily life of the New Nation. 
They are unfolding, not just as names on a page, but as fully developed, multi-faceted people.  

The initial desire to publish a book of Mrs. Teackle’s correspondence has been overshowed by the realization that the 
sheer magnitude of material cannot be compressed into a few volumes. To be available to a larger audience, high-
quality digital copies of the original letters along with the transcriptions will be made available online.  

Financial contributions by Trust members and others are finally realizing results. Considerable assistance still will be 
required from granting agencies, but with your help, an exceptional effort is coming to fruition. We will provide up-
dates as the process unfolds.                                                                                                                                                — Randy George 
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In Somerset County, Maryland, in the late winter of 
2021, an ancient structure burned to the ground 
[see article in TrustTribune Newsletter Issue #3]. 
Panthers Denn was arguably the oldest extant 
house on the eastern shore of Maryland and met its 
final demise in a matter of an hour or two.  

For years the old relic had been abandoned and had 
already decayed beyond any hope of repair. The 
fact that it had persisted at all made it a rarity, but 
much of its survival lay in its origins … the early col-
onists had decided to make it of brick.  

The historical record is somewhat vague about the 
exact date of construction but places it at around 
1710.  The first stage was the erection of two brick 
ends, each with a fire stack. In 1746, the home was 
slightly expanded and its wooden walls were re-
placed by masonry in Flemish bond.  

After the 2021 fire, all that were left were the remnants of labors long forgotten. Sad, but not entirely a loss, the de-

struction of Panthers Denn opened an unusual opportunity for study and for preservation of a portion of the materials 

for future restoration projects.  Within the building’s bricks were traces of the brickmaker’s art, and evidence of the 

work and determination of individuals building lives in the first days of our country’s history.  

 

Colonial Bricks by Randy George 

Part 1 



Brick manufacture began millennia ago. In Mesopotamia, along the banks of the Euphrates River, the Sumerians built tem-

ples of adobe bricks which have gradually melted back into the earth. Greeks and Romans made harder materials by fir-

ing, and became master brick makers and architects. Compared to stone materials, bricks could be produced locally from 

commonly occurring sandy loam and clay, thus reducing cartage costs. 

 

Roman bricks were thin (18” x 12” x 1-1 ½ “), tile-like (tegulae), and hard. Their greatest virtues were non-combustibility 

and durability. After the fall of the Roman Empire, Europe turned to wood construction until the 16th century, when Eng-

land, the Netherlands, and the Hanseatic States began making bricks on a regular basis. The French called them briques.  

 

Brick size was ultimately dependent on the size of the human hand, and eventually a standardization in proportion was 

found to reduce costs and allow for increased production. Between 1200 and 1220, bricks were uniformly 12 x 6 x 1 ¾ 

inches. From 1260 to 1280, they were 9 x 4 ½ x 2 ¼ inches. By 1625 the English statute brick was 9 x 4 3/8 x 2 ¼ inches, 

and this was the size that colonists used in their first brick production in 1611. By 1621 their bricks were being exported 

from Virginia to Bermuda [Claiborne 1957]. 
 

Brick molding has little changed from its 

time-worn traditions. Material is naturally 

occurring in most temperate climes and lies 

just beneath upper layers of roots and for-

est duff. Locally, the sandy loam and clay 

“brick earth” lies at depths of 3-4 

“spits” (shovel depths). Deeper, more plas-

tic clays were less preferred because they 

required weathering and leaching of harm-

ful salts, crushing before use, and temper-

ing with stone, shell or bone (Feister & 
Sopko 1996:51). The more superficial “soft 

clays” required none of these efforts and 

were clearly more efficient to use. 

 

The brick maker gathered the brick earth into a central clay pit, softened it with water, and then children and adults mixed 

it with bare feet. The material then would be gathered and shaped by hand into a malleable loaf, which was rolled in sand 

or water (rarely oil) and tossed and pressed into a bottomless rectangular mold set on a flat surface or table.  

 

The brick mold was made of 

boards with one to four com-

partments and with wooden 

handles at the ends. This pro-

cess was called “slop molding”. 

The molds also were wetted or 

sanded, and this coating aided 

in removal of the wet brick 

blocks.     

 

After the mold was filled, ex-

cess material was scraped 

across the top with a straight 

edge, leaving “screed marks.”  
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Clay Pit at Colonial Williamsburg (1) 

Wooden brick mold (2) 
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The brick maker often kept count by marking a wet brick with a 

symbol scribed by stick or finger, resembling an O, possibly rep-

resenting a 100 count.  

 

Other interesting inscriptions must be left to our imagination.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A particularly valuable find was a 1746 date brick from Panthers 

Denn’s second 

building phase.  

 

 

After a brick had been fash-

ioned, the form was slid off 

the edge of the molding 

table, tipped on its side, 

and carried to a bed of 

sand or straw.    If shaking were insufficient to allow the soft material to drop 

from the mold, it was forced out with fingers or bits of wood, leaving their tell

-take marks along the edge.  

 

As the wet brick dropped 

from the mold it often slumped in the mid-

dle, leaving elevated rims. The under-

surface retained the irregular marks of 

straw or sand even after baking.  Because 

the molds were bottomless, some soft ma-

terial squeezed outward and left a lip at each lower edge.  

 

As the soft bricks were adjusted on the sand bed, finger prints of the work-

ers were left imbedded in the surface. In Colonial and pre-Civil War America 

many fingerprints were clearly those of women and young children, some of whom were presumably enslaved.  

Colonial Bricks (cont’d) 



 

One child left a footprint neatly centered on a piece of his work.  

 

 

Left on the sand bed, and while 

still wet, the upper surface of the 

bricks were subject to weather 

conditions such as rain, which left 

a speckled surface.  

 

 

During this stage, farm and household animals and birds often walked over the soft 

bricks, leaving their distinct impressions.  

 

 

 

 

When sufficiently dried in the sun and firm, the bricks were 

carried to a nearby lean-to shed for “hacking” (stacking). on 

edge for further drying (Charles Thomas Davis 1895: 92-93).  

 

There they were left for a week or more until they could be 

fired. 
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Bricks drying (3) 
Part 2—in next 
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Somerset County Historical Trust 

2023 ANNUAL MEETING 

Saturday, September 30, 2023 
 

4 to 7 p.m. at Kingston Hall  
 home of Jen and Ben Alder 

Somerset County Historical 
Trust, Inc. 

The Somerset County Historical 

Trust is dedicated to preserving 

the legacy of Somerset’s past 

through research, education, 

preservation & restoration.  

Through advocacy and active 

participation in Maryland Histori-

cal Trust programs and grants,  

we continuously seek to promote 

the stories and rich history of 

Somerset County.  


